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The Belgian insurance market has stayed flat in terms of growth, market shares and distribution channels.

 • For the last ten years, the market has been relatively stable with P&C growing at a CAGR of 2% and Life insurance declining 
on average by 2.7% a year.

 • The market shares of the top 5 players have been stable (~60%) for the last couple of years, in line with the market evolution

 • Main distribution channels remain unchanged: Brokerage is still the dominant distribution channel in P&C, while bank-
insurance is the largest distribution channel for Life insurance products and the smallest one for Non-Life insurance 
products

The playing field is changing, fueled by several macroeconomic factors, technology and industry trends than can 
be observed at global level

 • New customers expectations: Digital & Mobile adoption, Information/price transparency, Changing expectations

 • Society: Mobility, Shared economy, Climate change, Ageing society

 • Technology: Blockchain, Automation, IoT, Analytics & AI

 • Competition: Platforms, Embedded insurance, Comparators

 • Both Life and Non-Life are being transformed by daring insurers and insurtechs with a mission to reinvent insurance as we 
know it

Three strategies emerge as insurers have to 
1. digitise all processes and product offerings as E2E frictionless experiences becomes the new normal 
2. And choose between an integrated value chain and an open architecture. 

 • Core insurance: Companies focusing on core insurance products and skills, ensuring perfect customer experience

 • Beyond insurance: Companies providing core insurance products and additional services, delivering added-value for the 
customer across the insurance value chain

 • Exponential insurance: Companies moving beyond the insurance value chain to conquer new markets by leveraging efficient 
external partnerships and being part of winning ecosystem

Deloitte’s perspective of the future of insurance can be summarised in four predictions.

 • The consolidation in the industry will continue

 • All channels will be digital

 • Belgian bancassurers have a head start and will leverage data more effectively

 • Beyond insurance will be the dominant strategy

In a nutshell
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Introduction
A moment of truth for insurance

Welcome to our report on the Insurance of the Future.

‘Despite a long period of relative stability in the industry and continued overall strengthening of surplus capital, sustainable, 
profitable growth has been elusive for the majority of carriers. Where we have seen growth, it has come largely as a result of taking 
market share from competitors or growth in more emerging markets. More often than not, this growth has come at a cost.

Too many customers remain challenging to insure due to prevailing product and cost structures. The need for product simplification 
is well acknowledged, as is the need to pivot to insurance based on what customers want versus what carriers believe they can sell.  
That said, genuine progress has been anaemic.’ 1

As of tomorrow, insurance will be digital, or it will not exist. Lagging behind most other service industriesincluding banking, insurers 
have realised they need to react in order to improve and multiply their customer contacts.2

None of this is new, but this time it is different. Advancing technology has collided with longstanding customer issues to create, what 
we believe to be, a series of deep, lasting, systemic challenges for insurance.

This paper outlines Deloitte’s prediction on how Belgian insurers will be able to thrive in the future. Three distinct strategies are put 
in the spotlight, core insurance, beyond insurance and exponential insurance, topped with an indication on which insurer profiles are 
most likely to be successful in pursuing them as well as the key capabilities it requires. Concluding with Deloitte’s five predictions that 
summarise the future of insurance in Belgium, this paper is a go-to report that brings together relevant information on the market 
context and ties it back to future-proof, actionable strategies.

We are excited about the opportunities for the market as a whole. But the profound challenge will be to explore in detail what this 
evolution means for you as an insurer. We look forward to continuing this discussion with you.



1. Global pursuit for 
sustainable growth
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The global insurance market has been slowly recovering since 
the crisis with an average CAGR of 3.6%. 
While the Life insurance segment is traditionally larger than its Non-
Life counterpart, its attractiveness to insurers has been affected 
by interest rates reaching historic lows. Non-Life insurance, has 
been thriving thanks to the rising premiums in emerging countries. 
Higher prosperity also encouraged governments to spur the uplift 
through legislation. Examples are the introduction of compulsory 
motor insurance in most countries in the Middle East or agricultural 
insurance in Asia over the last decade. Exhibit 1 & 2  
 
In Europe, the insurance sector has been growing at a slower 
and less stable pace than globally with a CAGR of around 3%. 

The Life sector strengthens with a CAGR around 4% over the last 
three years, while Non-Life grew at a  CAGR close to 2%. Overall the 
Life sector is larger (60%) than Non-Life, presenting nevertheless 
wide disparities: The Netherlands is vastly dominated by Non-Life 
insurance (+75%), while the opposite is true in Italy where the Life 
segment represents more than 75%.3

The Belgian market underperformed slightly overall, yet with 
particular macro-economic challenges. 

In Belgium, Non-Life insurance outperformed Life insurance – 
growing in line with the economy. Life insurance though, traditionally 
a very strong segment, has struggled due to the shift away from 
previously popular Branch 21 products, whose guaranteed 
interest rates have been falling in light of the unfavourable 
evolution in market interest rates. Insurers are instead offering 
Branch 23 products with unit-linked interest rates that follow the 
macroeconomic evolution, which has eroded the attractiveness of 
Life insurance for customers. Moreover, the segment recorded a 
sharp decline of 14% in 2013 as a result of a raise in the entry tax on 
both Branch 21 and 23 premiums to 2%.
Changes in the interest rates could spur new growth and reverse the 
currently gloomy outlook for Life insurance, yet consolidation has 
already left its mark on the market landscape.

It seems organic growth has become complex and the acquisition of 
smaller insurers is perceived as a more effective way to grow.

Generali, for instance, was acquired by private equity firm Athora 
Holding in 2018, after a fierce competition among several bidders 
that drove up the price significantly, and Anbang sold Fidea to 
Baloise in April 2019 (number 14 among the Belgian insurers). 

Overall, however, the landscape remains fragmented with the top 
five players (AG, AXA, KBC, Ethias, Belfius) capturing 58% of the 
market. In 2017, AG Insurance was the market leader with more 
than 25% share in Life insurance, followed by AXA with a Non-
Life-dominated offering. Bank-insurer KBC held the third rank and 
has a rather even presence in both segments. The market share 
distribution among the different players has been rather stable over 
the last years without any disruption. Exhibit 3,4 & 5

In terms of distribution channels, Belgium remains heavily 
dominated by non-exclusive brokers – especially in Non-Life 
insurance where they account for 60%. This confirms customers’ 
preference for an advisor to select an offer from different players, 
in the professional segment even more so than in mass retail. 
Those non-exclusive brokers tend to consolidate (44% of them 
have acquired a competitor between 2016 and 2018), yet half of 
the practitioners are still small players with less than 200 kEUR in 
revenue.4

Given the importance of this channel, insurance firms need to 
ensure brokers are on-board for the digital journey, especially since 
31% of them have expressed concerns regarding the impact of 
InsurTech and digitisation.5

More than ever, brokers’ consolidation constitutes an opportunity 
for insurance firms to deploy their digital solutions through those 
channels. As a matter of fact, consolidated brokers now have the 
chance to allocate resources and capabilities to integrate and 
support those digital solutions, hence the chance for insurance firms 
to offer uniformity in their product offering and further deploy their 
strategy. Exhibit 6 & 7

Direct insurance is the second largest channel in Non-Life insurance, 
if Ethias is included, and represents one fifth of the total market. 
Banks have traditionally played a strong role in selling Life insurance 
due to the similarity with investment products and corresponding 
customer perception.

The rising importance of banks in the insurance industry has been 
a global trend, as they are increasingly positioning themselves as 
360° advisors with integrated offerings. Recent examples include 
Deutsche Bank’s partnership with the digital insurance broker 
Friendsurance signed in January 2018 with the aim to distribute 
digital insurance products through the online banking channel. 
Suncorp’s investment of 100 mEUR into the acceleration of Suncorp 
Marketplace, a one-stop-shop for customers’ personal finance, is 
another reference case demonstrating this trend.

In conclusion, the Belgian market has been relatively stable over the 
last years, both in terms of distribution channels and market shares.
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Exhibit 1: Global Insurance Market Evolution
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Exhibit 2: Regional Insurance Market Evolution
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Exhibit 3: Market Share Evolution of Top 5 Belgian 
Insurers in Life Insurance

2017, % of Total Market GWP

Source: Assuralia (2018) 
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Exhibit 4: Market Share Evolution of Top 5 Belgian
Insurers in None Life Insurance
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Exhibit 5: Top 10 Belgian Insurers by Market Share

Source: Assuralia (2018) 
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Exhibit 6: Attitudes of Brokers Towards InsurTech 

Source: Benthurst (2018)
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Exhibit 7: Reasons of Negative Attitudes of Brokers Towards InsurTech 

Source: Benthurst (2018)
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Exhibit 8: Top 10 Trends Impacting the Insurance Industry

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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A.  New rules of the game 

 So far, disruption has yet to arrive in Belgium. Looking at the United States and Asia as the forerunners though, big changes 
are coming this way and fuelled by several macroeconomic factors, technology enablers and industry trends that can be 
observed at global level.
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Ease of implementation Rationale

2020 : 724 M individuals older than 65
2027 : 902 M individuals older than 65
2030 : 1 billion individuals older than 65 & >30% of workforce over 55

2017 : Loss from disasters  reaches~300 bEUR
2020 : Renewable energy represents~20% of final energy consumption in EU
2060 : Global average temperature increase could reach 2°C

2021 : IFRS 17 is applicable
2024 : PSD2-equivalent in insurance becomes applicable
2030 : Catastrophe Insurance market reaches 100 bEUR

2020 : 60% insurance firms propose their own extra services platform
2022 : 70 % insurance firms propose at least two extra services
2030 : 30% of revenues generated by non-core services

2020 : Threshold of 250 deals is reached 
2022 : 4 bEUR threshold in investment for InsurTech
2030 : Threshold of 500 deals is reached 

2018 : 7/10 most valuable companies globally are based on a platform business model
2024 : More than 30% of global economic activity — some 60 tUSD — could be mediated by 
            digital platforms
2030 : Platforms are likely to mediate 30% of global economic activity

2020 : Growth at an annual growth rate of 38% 
2025 : 1 of 3 white collar jobs will be converted to software, robots and smart machines
2030 : Ownership will have shifted towards renting products and buying services

2020 : IoT market generates 430 bEUR in revenues 
2023 : 90% of cars connected to internet
2030 : 125 billions devices connected

2019 : Largest insurance blockhain consortium is live (B3i)
2024 : The market for blockchain technologies is predicted to exceed 7.5 bUSD
2030 : Manual UW ceases to exist for most personal and small-business products

2020 : AI market creates 2.3 millions jobs
2023 : AI market generates 3500 bEUR in revenues
2030 : Labour productivity improvement will save 5800 bEUR worldwide

Further reading
2019 Insurance Industry Outlook

Easy Medium Hard
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Longevity
As people live longer, the need for planning ahead and insuring for the later retirement age increases. Affluent seniors 
pose an opportunity for integrated offerings with a strong advisory element on how to invest. Projections of life 
expectancy, however, tend to underestimate a person’s lifespan and thus put pressure on the liabilities of insurers. 
Longevity also represents an opportunity for health insurance and prevention.

Climate Change
While 20 years ago, the effect of global warming was considered 
an emerging risk by insurers it has rapidly risen to the top of 
their agenda. Global weather-related losses in the 1980s were 
estimated at around 50 bEUR per year and reached 200 bEUR in 
the last ten years.6 With the occurrence of natural catastrophes 
no longer limited to developing countries, insurers are forced to 
build resilience towards the aftermath of climate change.

Regulation
The European and Belgian regulatory environment is undergoing profound changes, driven by a variety of external 
factors including aforementioned trends such as climate considerations, technology disruptions or political forces acting 
in Europe. Within those swirls of changes, firms should consider ways for being effective regarding their compliance 
strategies, while bearing in mind that regulations could also be potential enablers –  enablers to opening new market 
opportunities – as this is the case when compulsory insurance requirements positively affects sales volumes. Last but 
not least, being compliant with regulation has a cost and as such, regulations can be perceived as a barrier to entry for 
smaller players and contribute to the consolidation of the market. 

1.  Consumer protection regulations will have a major impact on the Belgian and European insurance landscape, 
crystallizing in the introduction in 2018 of IDD (Insurance Distribution Directive) and GDPR (General Data Protection 
Regulation). A clear will for strengthening consumer protection and personal data emerged with those regulations 
and directives. On another note, the IDD tends to advance further in consumers’ interests protection and support, 
by improving the competitive landscape of the Insurance industry and reducing cross-sectoral inconsistencies. 

2.  Increasingly more stringent capital requirements put more and more pressure on companies, with the 
introduction of Solvency II (2016) being the latest significant change for insurers. The new rules enforce capital 
thresholds, stronger governance and risk management as well as standards on reporting and disclosure. 

3.  Another important regulation is the European ‘Payment Service Directive 2’ (PSD2), which enforces customers’ 
right to share their own financial information with third parties to create a simpler, safer and more efficient payment. 
It was the response to a broader societal shift towards an open data economy and has accelerated the Open 
Banking trend that can be observed globally and has recently been adopted by insurers as Open Insurance. It allows 
companies to expand beyond a vertically-integrated value chain to an external ecosystem. Additional information 
is available in our point of view ‘Open Banking: How to flourish in an uncertain future’7 as well as our One Minute 
Survey on PSD2 in Insurance.8  
Exhibit 9 & 10

4.  Accounting operations are extensively revisited through IFRS 17 (International Financial Reporting Standard), 
which is designed to achieve the goal of a consistent, principle-based accounting for insurance contracts. The 
regulation may falsely appear to be a simple update, but in fact will induce tremendous changes in the way that 
insurance firms' results are managed and measured. The regulation effectively streamlines revenues and costs 
over the whole life of an insurance contract, radically changing the way information is managed by Operations, 
Actuaries and Finance. Implications could even lie in the business processes or IT reporting systems. Nevertheless, 
with change comes the opportunity for revisiting, at the same time, business and reporting processes and/or 
infrastructures. It is also an opportunity to further focus on data granularity, quality and management, leveraging 
efforts that started with Solvency II.

5.  Natural disasters are expected to create significant losses over the coming decade, reinforced by higher exposure 
through population growth, urbanisation and climate change. In that vein, the European government could act to 
help the further development of the disaster insurance market, which could reach 100 bEUR by 2030. 

Further reading
Circular Economy 
potential for climate 
change mitigation

Introduction and vision of the Insurance of the Future
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Source: Monitor Deloitte’s One Minute Survey, PSD2 (January 2019)

Exhibit 9 & 10: Impact of PSD2 on the Belgian Insurance Industry, based on a survey performed by Deloitte 
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Value-added services
The trend towards more customer centricity and more frequent 
touchpoints with customers has also led to value-added services 
becoming more popular among insurers. In the area of Life and Health 
insurance, health management apps, for instance, are designed to help 
people live with a disease or health condition, adhere to medication 
or take up a healthier lifestyle. Commonly provided services in Non-
Life insurance are roadside assistance, travel agency services or 
home monitoring via smart home sensors leveraging the ‘Internet 
of Things’ technology. These packages are typically offered as an 
add-on to traditional car, travel or home insurance products, but are 
at times provided to non-customers as well. In the area of employee 
benefits, Deloitte supported a leading Belgian insurer in developing 
a new venture that helps companies pro-actively address employee 
wellbeing.

The goal is to enhance their mental and physical health so as to raise 
engagement and prevent negative consequences such as burnout and 
absenteeism.

This example demonstrates insurers’ common ambition to expand 
their role: traditionally, customer contact was limited to a few 
touchpoints over the customer lifecycle, typically related to the 
processing of claims. Now, insurance companies have the means to 
establish a closer, prevention-based relationship with customers as a 
‘life partner’ rather than mere payer. Positioning value-added services 
helps build such relationships, differentiate towards customers in a 
very commoditised market and potentially creates additional revenue 
streams, if the services can be monetised.

Further reading
2019 Insurance Regulatory Outlook (US):  
Navigate the impact of disruptive and new regulation
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“The economy has been moving 
beyond narrowly defined industries 
built around large, vertically 
integrated, and mainly “self-contained” 
corporations. New means of 
creating value have been developing 
everywhere in the form of ever-denser 
and richer networks of connection, 
collaboration, and interdependence.” 11

InsurTech
InsurTechs are disrupting the industry across all stages 
of the value chain by leveraging new technologies and 
thereby tapping into the gaps in traditional insurers’ 
offerings. They offer a frictionless customer experience 
through higher transparency in the calculation of 
premiums and automated claims management 
processes, while saving operational cost and time 
thanks to automation as well as lower underwriting 
leakage. While InsurTechs had initially been considered 
a threat, they have become the driver of innovation for 
traditional insurers through increasing collaboration. 
Insurers continue to play a core part as essential 
intermediaries that link the to-be-insured party with a 
risk-taking party, as InsurTechs manage the front-end, 
but typically do not have the financial capacity to take 
up risk management.

Ecosystems and platforms (see Section 4 p.42)
Ecosystems and platforms will significantly affect 
how insurance is delivered and distributed. While the 
traditional distribution network of agents and brokers 
is expected to remain a major channel, especially 
in Belgium, it is impossible to imagine the future of 
insurance without ecosystems and platforms.
Digitisation and ever-increasing connectivity are 
redefining the boundaries across industries and 
have enabled the rise of major ecosystems that bring 
together different actors – both on the business as well 
as on the customer side. 

More often than not, such ecosystems exist on top of 
platforms, a ‘digital arena’, typically owned by a single 
party but designed to enable interaction within the 
community. Prime examples are Amazon or Alibaba, 
bringing together sellers and buyers of what appears 
to be a near-infinite range of products. Platforms are 
attractive to customers because they reduce friction 
by giving access to a variety of products and services 
on a single interface. This quest for convenience is 
discussed in more detail in the following section on 
customer expectations. As interaction is facilitated by 
a single interface and data hub, platforms also promise 
a much broader target audience and deeper customer 
insights. 

But the relevance of platforms is not limited to 
distribution. Apple and Android drawing upon the 
‘power of the many’ for the development of their app 
stores, for instance, is an example of how companies 
can exploit existing capabilities in the market 
rather than re-building them internally. In this vein, 
ecosystems help build a competitive advantage in 
terms of time to market by accelerating the pace of 
innovation. Businesses recognize that collaboration, 
co-creation and partnerships across different 
organisations and fields of expertise spur creativity and 
are increasingly trumping competition as the new rule 
of the game.

Examples

This attractive model results in the 
flourishment of many InsurTech firms 
across the globe. One may cite, as 
an example, Spixii which is a B2B 
UK-based company. By offering an 
automated claim management and 
customer support, among others, 
the company took the steep turn of 
leveraging upon technology to upgrade 
their business model, hence entering the InsurTech 
era.9

InsurTechs are also emerging in Belgium. Seraphin 
for example is the first digital broker in the market 
allowing customers to buy insurance 
products online. It has been built 
with the customer’s best interest in 
mind and thus offers a very easy and 
transparent experience.10

Further reading

Enabling the Digital  
Economy

Au-delà de 
l’insurtech
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“As it becomes increasingly 
possible for firms to deploy and 
activate assets they neither 
own nor control, to engage 
and mobilize larger and larger 
numbers of participants, and to 
facilitate much more complex 
coordination of their expertise and 
activities, the art of the possible is 
expanding rapidly.” 14

Examples

A company taking this opportunity to the extreme 
is the Belgian ‘InsurTech’ firm Qover: The company 
makes insurance products available in real time 
through open APIs. The possibility to sell products 
theoretically via any digital business lends Qover’s 
business model 
staggering scalability 
and has been fuelling its 
international expansion.12

Whereas Qover and 
some other reference 
players cited throughout this report seem to have 
big dreams but rather small impact on the sector 
as a whole, the digital pure-player Zhong An is 
a whole different ball game. It is a joint-venture 
among Chinese giants, which all bring distinctive 
core strengths to the table to realise synergies 
unparalleled in the insurance market: Ping An is 
an insurance company with a powerful product 
engine, Alibaba offers its expertise in managing 
e-commerce platforms and Tencent, being the owner 
of the social media app WeChat, complements 
them with its customer experience capabilities. 
Together, they have given the insurance sector a 
wake-up call with close to eight billion insurance 
policies sold to over 500 million customers over just 
three years and plans for international expansion. 
Instead of operating through expensive broker and 
agent networks, the company has chosen to embed 
insurance on existing platforms, with already existing 
customer bases. There 
is no better example 
of how ecosystem and 
platform thinking can 
lead to success. Overall, 
these two cases also 
highlight the challenge that ecosystems and the 
variety of emerging platforms bring along: As several 
parties try to position their platforms, insurers need 
to decide whether they should build and own a 
proprietary platform and/or which existing platforms 
to be part of. This will be addressed later in this 
report under the ‘Capabilities’ section.13

Open Banking: A platform 
based business approach
that came to stay

Enabling the 
digital economy

Business ecosystems  
come of age

Turn products into  
product platforms

Further reading

The rise of the XaaS era
The era of ownership is slowly being superseded by the 
rise of usership. Customers are no longer interested 
in purchasing every product, but increasingly open to 
subscription models that offer everything-as-a-service 
(XaaS) thanks to convenience and cost advantage. This 
shift in consumption patterns creates new challenges 
and opportunities in P&C insurance, as new situations 
and types of risks require adequate coverage. 

Example

Trov is a pioneer of the sector. They define themselves 
as ‘On-demand insurance for your things’. Practically, 
the company proposes to insure individuals' properties 
for short durations, conveniently available at one 
click on their app. The whole process, from valuation 
to reimbursement, is taken over by the company. 
Customers only need to fill in a form for registering 
their properties, activating the insurance for the 
desired duration (insure your bike for a weekend in 
Amsterdam) and paying a daily premium.15
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Internet of Everything
Long gone are the times in which smartphones and 
computers were the only devices connected to the 
internet. The Internet of Things is evolving towards 
a much broader vision, the Internet of Everything. 
Objects can now be monitored remotely in order to 
preventively manage risk exposure and expand usage-
based insurance policies, which grew by 26% globally 
in 2017.16

Even though insurers are looking into Connected 
Homes applications to mitigate risks such as fire or gas 
intoxication, vehicles are the primary application area. 
Telematics have proven to cut accidents by up to 40% 
and hence are a promising means to reduce claims.
 
By 2020, usage-based policies are expected to be 
reality for almost 100 million drivers, with Italy, the 
United Kingdom and the United States leading the 
trend.17 Discounted premiums in ‘pay-how-you-drive’ 
models are a strong customer incentive and being 
actively tested in the market with 204 trials launched 
across 34 European countries in 2016.18

Blockchain
Although connected devices and customers sharing 
personal data for artificial intelligence are already 
well accepted, data privacy remains an important 
concern and has slowed down the adoption of digital 
solutions. Blockchain is expected to be a quantum 
leap in the way data is shared and protected. Hence, 
greater transparency for customers may boost their 
trust and acceptance of data-related innovation, which 
could further re-shape the insurance market.  This 
is especially true in an era of ‘point innovations’ were 
tools such as mobile apps and robo-advice models 
and blockchain stand out as a more foundational or 
architectural development. In that sense, blockchain 
may support, and subsequently drive, increased 
use and broader adoption of the many other digital 
innovations that have helped reshape the P&C 
landscape. 

Executives sceptical of the hype should recognize 
how blockchain’s enablement of increased trust and 
transparency speaks to the heart of the insurance 
business:

Overall, connected devices give insurers a much 
wider range of data sources they can tap into. Our 
One Minute Survey on external data sources in home 
insurance indicates that the Internet of Things will be 
the main data source in this insurance domain, even 
ahead of third-party databases or competitor data.20 
Each day, 5 quintillion bytes of data are generated 
by IoT devices, and the amount continues to explode 
exponentially.21 The number of connected devices is 
expected to reach the symbolic threshold of 50 billion 
by 2020.22 This vast ecosystem of devices generating 
huge volumes of data is the key enabler for the 
development of artificial intelligence. Exhibit 11

A similar evolution has occurred in the mobility domain, 
where in addition to traditional annual car insurances 
a demand has emerged for insurance of individual 
multi-modal journeys, combining (shared) cars, electric 
scooters or bicycles as well as public transport. Deloitte 
is supporting a leading Belgian insurer in developing 
such insurance policy tailored to insuring people’s 
mobility rather than vehicles.

Example

‘Pay-how-you-drive’ schemes have timidly arrived in 
Belgium, with AXA and the driveXperience offering. 
To a different degree, well renowned examples are 
Youdrive in France and Progressive in the US. As 
the Internet of Everything culminates in autonomous 
vehicles though, machine-led decision-making brings 
along new challenges for insurers, such as re-defining 
the liability in case of accidents.19

A new era of
value delivery

Modernizing  
the core

A new deal for 
Mobility in Belgium 

Further reading

Intelligent IoT IoT powered by Blockchain

Further reading on the IoT portal
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Example

Some companies are embracing the technology: 
Etherisc for example is building a free, open-source, 
open-access platform for decentralized insurance. 
This includes a technical protocol and application 
layers where all service providers in the industry can 
operate. These service providers can be anything 
from insurance companies, insurtech startups, license 
holders, risk modelers to claim settlement specialists, 
identity providers and financiers of the back-end 
reinsurance.23

Exhibit 11: Types of External Data used Today vs. Tomorrow, based on a survey performed by Deloitte
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Source: Monitor Deloitte’s One Minute Survey, External Data in Home Insurance (January 2018)
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“ ”

Exhibit 12: AI applications used by Belgian insurers, based on a survey performed by Deloitte 

Text analysis

60% 40% 40% 20% 20% 0%

Chatbots Object
detection

Automated
decision  
making

Pattern  
detection

Biometrics, Recommender systems,
Sentiment detection,  

Natural language generation

If already in use, which of the following AI elements are present in your organization? ”

Source: Monitor Deloitte’s One Minute Survey, Artificial Intelligence (May 2018)
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Artificial intelligence
Advanced data analytics provide opportunities to 
fundamentally transform the customer experience. 
In the past, service was provided predominantly by 
humans, yet the lack of personalisation paradoxically 
created a non-human experience. Ever-faster advances 
in data collection and artificial intelligence pave the 
way for improved self-service and a customer-centric 
experience enabled by key insights into the life, needs 
and preferences of customers. While a few years 
ago many still found cookies, chat-bots and smart 
devices scary, innovations like Spotify’s personalised 
recommendations or virtual assistants like Apple’s 
Siri and Amazon’s Alexa have opened the doors to 
practically every home. Yet what has become the new 
normal for those companies, remains a challenge 
for insurers, as confirmed by Belfius CEO Dirk 
Vanderschrick. 

These new capabilities, however, benefit not only the customer, but also insurers’ operations. Enhanced risk mitigation 
leveraging upon machine learning, text analytics and image recognition are examples of solutions that are efficiency-oriented. 
According to our One Minute Survey on Artificial Intelligence, streamlining the back-office is currently the focus of insurers in 
Belgium, with text analysis being the prime purpose of application.25 Exhibit 12

“In terms of data exploitation, we are lagging behind by 
several years compared to the bank. Many data points are 
simply not used or analysed.”  
- Dirk Vanderschrick 24

Example

A good reference case of the creation of mutual benefits for 
insurer and customers is the AI-powered claims process of Next 
Insurance, whose accuracy level according to the company reaches 
an impressive 99.9%. For Next Insurance, this automation implies 
a significant reduction in administrative, human effort, whilst 
customers have less paperwork and much faster response time.26

Artificial Intelligence Innovation report

Further reading on the AI portal

Lemonade took the same route in 2016 by deploying AI-powered 
virtual assistants. Since the company employs no brokers, AI-
powered assistants handle most customer interactions – including 
claims settlement. The company broke the world record for that 
process when a customer submitted a theft claimand received, no 
more than three seconds later, a message indicating that the claim 
was resolved, and the reimbursement wired to the bank account.27
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B. The sky is the limit … is it ?  
 Changing customer expectations

Customer expectations have been rising in all industries and digital 
technologies are being leveraged by insurers to better understand 
and serve their customers.
In a world of data abundance, products and services are expected 
to meet the customer’s needs or even anticipate them. Netflix, 
Amazon and Google lead the way with offerings that are targeted 
to the individual and proposed at the right moment of need, 
based on the in-depth knowledge about their customers. Data 
has even become a trusted advisor, as for 62% of people showing 
characteristics of the ‘customer of the future’ rating scores and 
intelligent apps have a higher impact on their decision-making 
than the advice from friends and family.28 The openness to share 
personal data and contribute to the crowdsourcing, however, 
comes at a price. When everything can be tracked, transparency 
becomes a key requirement for customers and discounts, or other 
benefits, will be the norm for those willing to share data.

The digitisation further helps companies respond to another key 
customer demand: supreme respect for their highest commodity, 
time. Automation and 24/7 availability of digital platforms offer 
much-valued convenience and eliminate unnecessary effort for 
customers. If they run out of a product, for example, Alexa will 
launch an order to the cheapest store and their car will know how 
to get there. This illustrates how physical and digital interactions 
should come at the appropriate time, when customers need either 
one. The lines between both experiences are further blurred, 
fuelled by augmented and virtual reality. This leads to a phygital 
customer journey, bridging between online and offline worlds, 
where the customer may enjoy an omnichannel experience.

Regardless whether it is on- or offline, the customer of the future is 
characterised by the quest for flexibility. Life is becoming more de-
located as customers want to guard their independence and avoid 
feeling ‘tied down’. They are six times more likely to prefer flexible 
renting of an object to the stability of ownership.29  

The rise of Spotify, Uber and co. perfectly illustrates the shift 
towards subscription models, in which customers put top priority 
on immediacy of services and choose to pay for them only when 
they need them. Flexibility demands bring along the challenge of 
deciphering which packages to propose to customers. Leading 
subscription service providers run deep customer analytics to 
do so, yet the leading principle for customers will be the power to 
personalise the offering by selecting, mixing and unbundling its 
modular elements.

Overall, this boils down to customers expecting superior 
experience and rewarding companies for it. Positive experience 
retains them on average five years longer and reduces the cost of 
customer service by one third. Moreover, customers tend to share 
a positive experience with on average nine people, while they 
spread the word about a bad one to 16 people.30

Deloitte’s One Minute survey on Customer Experience confirms 
this trend also applies to insurance. All Belgian insurers agree that 
superior customer experience will be a key differentiator in the 
future and almost 90% recognise that they lag behind banks in this 
respect. They aim to re-invent the experience of their customers 
by observing clients in real-life situations rather than relying on 
their statements only, drawing upon inspiration from other sectors 
and assembling multi-disciplinary teams to put the vision into 
practice.31
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Exhibit 13: Reaction of Belgian Insurers to new Customer Expectations
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Source: Monitor Deloitte’s One Minute Survey, Customer Experience ( June 2017)
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3. Decision time: Is your 
strategy future-proof?
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“The business model 
transformation through 
digitisation will be more 
profound in the insurance 
than in the banking 
sector.”  
- Olivier de Groote 32
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Despite new trends and external influences on 
the insurance sector, the basic imperatives of any 
business remain constant. Companies must find 
sources of growth, which has proven difficult in 
Belgium given the market has been stable and 
growth primarily has been achieved through price 
competition and M&A activity. At the same time, 
profitability needs to be protected, making 
it even more challenging to achieve continued 
growth. Significant scale in terms of volume and 
efficiency are key prerequisite to maintaining 
healthy margins. And as if that were not enough, 
insurers are facing ever-tighter regulatory pressure 
that adds an additional cost burden to ensure 
compliance. 

Most companies have their work cut out managing 
these three imperatives, but the changing 
industry environment demands to go the extra 
mile in order to safeguard their relevance and 
competitiveness in the future. A ‘must-do’ 
investment that insurers cannot escape is further 
digitisation, both for internal efficiency gains 
as well as superior customer experience in line 
with rising expectations. As laid out throughout 
this paper, digitisation will continue to transform 
the business context, processes and the entire 
product portfolio, and thus forces insurers to build 
the ability to become end-to-end phygital.

The necessary transformation comes at a cost for 
changing current technologies and implementing 
new ones, establishing new systems and potentially 
shifting business models to enable digitisation 
and support ecosystems. Insurers are starting to 
recognise that they will need to spend their way to 
future growth, all in the spirit of ‘immediate pain for 
long-term gain’. 

The true strategic question for insurance firms 
is the level of organisational openness, which 
determines the strategic positioning in the future 
market. Insurers will need to choose to what 
extent they wish to adopt an open architecture 
to distribute their products/services and build 
the required capabilities. In today’s market 
landscape, companies either keep control through 
a fully internal distribution network of agents or 
operate a partially external network that leverages 
upon brokers. In tomorrow's market landscape, 
companies will continue to extend their product 
portfolios, mostly by complementing products 
with related services and solutions. Such portfolio 
extension can help increase customer relevance 
and establish a life partner relationship. In order 
to master the necessary non-core capabilities, 
companies can choose to collaborate with external 
parties to tap into a readily available ‘supermarket 
of capabilities’.

The fact that insurance in Belgium has been rather 
stable over the last years and so far been spared 
from disruption might create the illusion that this 
strategic choice is not yet critical. Successfully 
managing the different imperatives and allocating 
effort and scarce resources accordingly though 
forces companies to make a conscious choice. 
With the ever-increasing speed of technological 
progress and innovation, insurers no longer have 
the luxury to rest on their past achievements and 
current capabilities.

Deloitte believes that successful insurers will pursue one of three viable strategic positionings –  
driven by their strategic choice of openness:

Core 
Insurance

Exponential 
Insurance

Beyond 
Insurance
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Digital embellishment & refactoring

Some insurers may wish to continue to focus on core 
insurance and maintain their current level of openness 
to keep control over their distribution network and 
focus on their internal capabilities. As a consequence, 
pursuing this strategy typically means that 90% or 
more of the revenue is driven by core insurance 
products. While it is possible to limit the level of 
organisational openness, insurers will not be able 
to escape the imperative of digitisation as outlined 
in the earlier sections. The paradigm of the future is 
customer experience/centricity: simplicity, anywhere 
and anytime interaction, high level of personalization 
and immediacy. Hence, attracting new customers while 

retaining the existing base will imply frictionless, 
end-to-end processes. So far, most incumbents 
have followed this digitisation-oriented strategy as it is 
closest to their current strategic positioning. Therefore, 
it requires a conscious change of strategy to adopt an 
alternative strategy. Evidently, the transition to a truly 
phygital experience will be progressive and hybrid 
situations where paper-based and paperless processes 
will coexist for many market players. In the longer-term 
though, a hybrid experience cannot be sustained 
successfully, and competitors stuck in today’s 
positioning will likely be outperformed by competition. 
Nevertheless, like both alternatives, the core insurance 
strategy brings along the dual-channel difficulty: 
Insurers must bring their digital vision to brokers – who 
control no less than 60% of the distribution in Belgium 
– to offer similar digital products and services online 
and offline.

We expect three categories of players to be 
successful in this strategy. 
1.  Specialist insurers
2.  Life insurers 
3.  Reinsurers focusing on their core business and 

aiming at being known for the quality of their 
products. 

“It is all about finding the right balance between investments in 
the digitisation of the basic processes and the investments in the 
development of new ecosystems.”
- Olivier de Groote 34

“Customers want a solution to their 
problems. In case of damage, they do not 
want that their insurer reimburses several 
months later, but that an electrician or 
plumber is sent the same day.”  
- Philippe Lallemand 38

Objectives
Protection of top-line combined 
with improvement of bottom-line

Revenue mix
< 10% revenue driven by non-core 
insurance products & services

How to win
Process excellence

Example

Next to the traditional insurance companies, some InsurTechs 
have also chosen the core insurance path. One prime examples is 
Lemonade, which lets its AI bot create a personalised insurance 
package which customers can sign up for in just 90 seconds.35

A. ‘Core Insurance’ strategy:
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‘Core insurance’ comes at a limited level of openness and 
essentially implies that an insurance company following this 
strategy becomes more digital, but does not question which 
products will be sold to which markets in the future. Although 
this can be a strong positioning if executed well, recent examples 
of success demonstrate the huge potential of tapping into the 
external environment. Leveraging upon a network of partners 
allows insurers to focus on their core capabilities, which is key 
to staying at par with strong ‘core insurance’ competitors, while 
achieving together what ‘lies beyond the effective scope and 
capabilities of any individual actor’. 33

As aforementioned, ecosystems (see Section 4 p.42) provide silver 
linings,  which are exploited to different degrees through the 
'beyond insurance' and 'exponential insurance' strategies., 
exploited to different degrees. Which way to go depends mainly 
on how comfortable insurers are with pushing the boundaries 
of traditional products and opened markets and in both cases 
demands carefully balancing the focus and investment in new 
products, services and distribution channels.

Another player differentiating on speed and responsiveness in a 
naturally challenging moment of truth for customers is the French 
InsurTech Luko. Claims are settled in just two hours and customers 
are paid a visit from a repairman or expert within two days.36

Geico is a much cited reference case from the US. The 
company has set a clear focus for itself – home, car and 
business insurance – and aims to outperform competitors 
in these selected areas. Strategic investments were made 
to re-platform for a seamless customer experiences across 
all products and continuously improve the customer app 
that was rated the best among US car insurers by Forrester 
in 2017. Next to the digital aspect, speed to market is one of 
Geico’s top priorities. The insurer understood this is the only 
way to remain competitive with smaller, yet much nimbler 
start-ups in and around the sector.37

A. ‘Core Insurance’ strategy:
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Case study

Context

The way we move from A to B is changing. In the future, mobility will become more shared, more multimodal, more 
digital and greener. One of the largest Belgian insurers, well established in the (corporate) car insurance market, 
viewed these changes as an opportunity. Picking up on the changes in the mobility landscape, the insurer decided to 
develop a new product that shifts from insuring a vehicle to insuring the journey of people from A to B, irrespective of 
the vehicle used and irrespective of who owns the vehicle. As in the context of corporate mobility there is a true push 
towards greener mobility, and consequently reduction of the corporate fleet, the insurer wanted to first launch this 
product in a B2B context, i.e. for employers to the benefit of their employees.

Approach

Using an iterative, collaborative and user-centric methodology, Deloitte assisted the client with the development of the 
product from strategy to execution. 
 
The methodology can be divided in four different clusters of activities:

 •   Spark: Get inspired to re-think your future and confirm strategic fit
 • Imagine: Explore user needs and shape tangible experiences
 • Deliver: Design, build and test concepts using an Agile approach
 • Run: Launch a solution, optimize its performance, and anticipate the future

 
This methodology enabled the insurer to bring a new product to the market within a period of only eight months.

Impact

The new product aims to offer the same insurance coverage to the employees " journey" as is offered today to 
employees with a company car (liability, material damage, physical damage and assistance). In this way, the insurer not 
only facilitates the move towards green mobility, but is also able to position itself as a true innovative and forward-
looking player.

Deloitte recently supported one of the largest car-insurers in Belgium to adapt its product to new customer 
expectations/needs:

31
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Objectives
Growth of top-line combined with 
improvement of the bottom-line

Revenue mix
Between 10% and 30% revenue 
driven by non-core insurance 
products & services

How to win
Customer intimacy

Operating traditional channels for complementary services 

In the pursuit of becoming a life partner, insurance companies can take the 
decision to provide core insurance products and additional (end-to-end) 
services delivering added-value for the customer across the insurance value 
chain. The knowledge of the customer is key to provide hyper-relevant 
products/services at the right time and via the right channel.

Deloitte insurance experts recommend that between 10% and 30% of 
revenues are driven by non-core insurance products and services to 
effectively put this strategy into practice. Core insurance thus remains an 
internal capability at the heart of insurers’ product portfolios. The latter are 
complemented with third-party services that are offered via traditional and 
own digital distribution channels. Insurers take up the role of the intermediary 
that brings customers together with those third-party service providers. 

We expect the most successful players in this strategy to be general 
insurers as they have the broadest portfolio of traditional products which 
gives them a head start in becoming the ‘customer’s life partner’. 

Examples

This diversification strategy is already being adopted by InsurTechs internationally as well as Belgian 
bancassurance incumbents. An example of the former is Oscar. The technology-focused health 
insurance company from the US does not come into play only once a patient has seen a doctor and 
needs reimbursement. The Oscar App aims to encourage a healthy lifestyle by rewarding customers 
financially for meeting their target number of steps, monitored via a wearable. Oscar further supports 
customers in getting doctor advice or scheduling an appointment – either through self-service 
or contacting the company’s concierge teams. Irrespective of the insurance plan, the customer is 
guaranteed to speak to a doctor within no longer than 15 minutes, for free and 24/7, illustrating the 
paradigm shift from protection to prevention.39

KBC took the same route with Olympus, a B2B mobility platform that supports the corporate 
transformation towards the future of mobility. It brings together supply and demand of mobility services 
and provides employees with a consolidated view on public transport, car and bike sharing options as 
well as parking facilities.40

Whilst Olympus focuses on the B2B segment, Jaimy by Belfius is geared to private customers. The 
platform connects them with trustworty craftsmen such as painters or plumbers, for which Belfius in 
return receives a commission and the opportunity to cross-sell its banking and insurance products. A 
smart move of leveraging the network of craftsmen originally developed for post-claims servicing to 
generate an additional revenue stream.41

Admiral is, in many respects, a figurehead of ‘beyond insurance’ strategy. Through bold choices, the company managed 
to become a leading insurance company within less than thirty years. They set aside the traditional network of agents and 
brokers and boost the adoption of a direct distribution model supported by a cohesive user experience. The customer is 
evolving in a Google-like environment with a search bar offering the possibility to access information required for making 
wise choices. Furthermore, they took the sharp turn of insurance comparison platforms much quicker than most of their 
competitors, allowing them to collect insights of a given market without even being active on that market. As an example, 
the firm launched LeLynx.fr, a price comparison platform based in Paris, in January 2010 and less than one year later 
launched L’olivier, which is the Admiral Group’s direct insurance brand in France.42

B. ‘Beyond Insurance’ strategy: 



Case study

Context

The insurer had already been a key player in the field of employee benefits, offering amongst others employee group 
insurance. Over the last years, the mental health pandemic has not only had a severe impact on expense ratios, but 
also become a top priority of employers as employee wellbeing and sustainable ways of working draw more and 
more societal attention. Despite the importance of this topic to employers, employees and general public, most 
companies still struggle to effectively foster employees’ physical and mental health while respecting the boundaries 
of professional and private life. At the same time, the market for corporate health and wellbeing services has grown 
considerably with many smaller niche players entering the domain that large social secretariats had first expanded 
into. The insurer’s ambition was to set up a venture for corporate health and wellbeing services to complement the 
traditional insurance offering.

Approach

Deloitte supported the client in developing an innovative offering of corporate wellbeing services, informed by 
co-creation sessions with potential customers. The project started out from a focus on burnout prevention and 
evolved into a larger scale offering addressing both mental and physical health. Given the vast scope of the wellbeing 
domain, the insurer’s offering leverages upon the expertise that the niche players have already developed. It 
combines consulting services to define the wellbeing action plan together with the employer and gives them access 
to an ecosystem of selected corporate wellbeing service providers. A platform conveniently brings together service 
providers and employers and even allows individual employees to take ownership of their wellbeing. 

Impact

Through the launch of corporate wellbeing services, the insurance company was able to position itself as a true 
partner in employee benefits. In the longer run, traditional product selling could even be intertwined with the 
wellbeing services by rewarding better employee health through reduced insurance premiums. This would further 
reinforce the partnership positioning through shared objectives. Due to the complexity of the wellbeing market, 
launching the venture required capability building in this specific field to be able to assess potential partners and 
support employers through own consulting services. Moreover, it required an overall mind-set shift from the 
traditional product to consultative service selling.

Deloitte recently supported a Belgian insurance firm throughout its journey towards becoming a beyond insurance 
player: 
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Objectives
Diversification of the top line

Revenue mix
> 30% revenue driven by non-core 
insurance products & services

How to win
Product leadership and/or 
customer intimacy

Heading into unknown waters 

The most profound change in the 
strategic positioning is associated with 
the exponential insurance strategy. 
On top of the digitisation, it requires 
to move beyond the insurance 
value chain by leveraging efficient 
external partnerships and being 
part of winning ecosystems (see 
Section 4 p.42). It thus requires a 
significant degree of organisational 
openness. 

In return, it presents the opportunity 
of conquering new markets. Alliances 
and partnerships will be paramount 

in pursuing this strategy successfully. 
The market will see insurance 
players spreading out into a variety 
of ecosystems, yet first priority will 
be those promising large volumes 
combined with low premiums, such as 
e-commerce and mobility. Exponential 
insurance companies should generate 
at least 30% of their revenue from such 
ecosystem partnerships, according to 
the insurance experts at Deloitte.

We expect the most successful players 
in this strategy to be general insurers 
with large scale and a leading position 
capable of generating traction and 
attracting people on their platform. 

“Insurers will join 
successful existing 
ecosystems, and 
not necessarily build 
ecosystems around 
their own brand.” 
-Olivier de Groote 34

Examples

Despite the major transformation, exponential insurance is becoming a new norm – 
abroad and in Belgium. AXA launched ‘BlaBlaSure’, a range of insurance products for the 
car-sharing ecosystem, in collaboration with BlaBlaCar. The portfolio includes annual car 
insurance adapted for carsharing as well as single-trip insurance to guarantee passengers 
their arrival at the destination or shipping of lost items and give drivers the possibility to 
let passenger take over the wheel.44

Another mobility-related example is the Chinese firm Ping An. It entered the second-hand 
car market through an equity stake in the largest online platform for used cars, Autohome. 
Through this channel it positions car insurance, financing as well as extended warranty 
products at the moment of purchase. The success was officially confirmed by Ping An’s 
takeover of the platform in 2016.45

C. ‘Exponential Insurance’ 
strategy: 

In summary, the reference cases demonstrate that all three strategies are viable and actively being tested by insurance 
companies in Belgium and abroad. Nevertheless, for incumbents those initiatives are currently rather small-scale 
pilots on the side, while their main strategy remains largely core insurance-driven. It will take a much more determined 
approach to realign products and services, distribution and internal resources with the intended transformation, and yet 
have to grow in relevance to effectively transform their positioning. Sooner rather than later, bot Life and Non-Life will be 
transformed by daring insurers and InsurTechs with a mission to re-invent insurance as we know it. 
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Case study

Context

Earlier in this document we presented the 10 trends impacting the insurance industry and evaluated their impact on 
the Belgian market. However, the scale and reach of these trends on the Chinese market are much higher. Penetration 
of mobile devices is much higher than in the rest of the world, regulation encourages innovation and digital giants 
continuously launch new digital services (Alibaba, Baidu, Tencent, …). As a result, platforms and ecosystems have 
become part of everyday life in China. Cash for example has practically disappeared and most payments are done 
through platforms such as WeChat from Tencent. The insurance industry is no exception, resulting in insurers 
engaging more and more directly with the end customers. The disruption of the Chinese market shows how critical 
technologies such as IoT, AI, XaaS and Blockchain are in answering the customer’s unmet demands and need to master 
and integrate them into their business.

Ping An was founded in 1988 as a property and casualty insurance company and has grown to be the second largest 
domestic insurance company thanks to a dual strategy: 
1.  Become a comprehensive financial service provider through diversification in life insurance, banking, online 

financial services and wealth management 46 
2.  Become the most innovative Chinese financial group. 

Approach

Jonathan Larsen, Ping An’s Chief Innovation Officer summarised the company's journey towards exponential insurance 
in the quote shown on the right hand side. 47

Peter Ma, the founder of Ping An created the concept of integrated finance. To this day, Ping An has still the widest 
range of licenses of any financial institution. When observing how Alibaba and Tencent were creating a leading digital 
economy in China, he decided to change the strategy and to become a technology-driven company.

The company started by replacing all legacy platform to go all cloud and then introduced innovative technologies such 
as: automated underwriting, facial recognition platforms for client authenticated, voice print technology and machine 
learning. Amongst others, Ping An converts the 1 million incoming calls.

Ping An then simultaneously digitised its auto, health and life insurance business whilst creating four online portals 
in auto, health, finance and real estate, which offer car-buying services, online medical consultations, online wealth 
management services and real estate listing services.

In order to connect with the 153 million financial services customers, the company created apps such as Good Doctor 
(health care and medical platform), Ping An Haofang (real estate), Wanlitong (shopping loyalty program) or acquired 
companies that they integrated in their ecosystem such as AutoHome – all together amounting to more than 400 
million users. As a result, Ping An can offer auto insurance to customers who recently bought a car through Ping An’s 
auto site or mortgage and insurance services to those who recently bought a new home via the company’s real estate 
site.
  
The last step was to create a one-account model for its financial services and digital services so as to capture all the 
data of the customers which allowed to provide a seamless end-to-end experience as well as valuable leads for Ping 
An’s 1.4 million agents and monetise the data for research purposes.

No exponential insurer is present on the Belgian market yet, however we would like to present how Ping An has 
impacted the Chinese insurance market with its exponential strategy.
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Impact

In 2016 Ping An acquired 54% of AutoHome, a NASDAQ listed company. By integrating it in its ecosystem and applying 
the one-account model, it has quadrupled the value to a staggering 8 bEUR and AutoHome now handles 30% of all car 
sales in China.48 The model also allowed to build a data layer allowing to add value to the customers and monetise data 
for research purposes for Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs).49 Ping An also created close to 20 companies 
such as Lufax, Good Doctor, OneConnect, and others in different sectors, building on its financial and broader 
ecosystems.

“At Ping An, we think about everything in ecosystem 
terms.  We think about the financial revenue pool, 
the real estate revenue pool, the automotive 
revenue pool, and the healthcare pool. We also 
think about sectors that we’re not in at all today. 
Entertainment for instance, and government 
services, an emerging sector. We, in fact, think of 
most of the services economy as the addressable 
opportunity space.” 
- Jonathan Larsen, Chief Innovation Officer, Ping An 50

As a result of this mindset, Ping An has transformed into the most innovative financial group in China and one of the 
largest insurance companies in the world. When it comes to successful ecosystem strategy, Ping An is according to 
the Digital Insurance Agenda founders without any doubt the worldwide best practice. 51
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D. Gearing up for the future 

Acknowledging the change ahead and making a conscious choice for one strategy going forward are the first steps towards success. Putting 
the ambition into practice effectively, however, requires a lot more than that. We believe relationship management is a capability that will 
define success across the board, while insurers need to excel at one core capability for their chosen strategy.

Value chain  
efficiency

Talent & cultural
management Data

management

Partner
management

Customer focus/ 
Relationship management
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Customer focus/Relationship management
Irrespective of the strategy of choice, the ultimate goal of insurers is to win in their market. As a company cannot be 
everything to everyone, insurers need to develop a deep understanding of the different customer segments and consciously 
select their target segments for which they want to make a difference. This is a prerequisite to defining a successful strategy 
and aligning offering, processes and capabilities with the expectations and needs of the target customers along their end-
to-end journey. The nature of the customer relationship that companies build on this basis takes a different form across the 
three strategies. 

Core insurers require a deep understanding of their target segments’ insurance needs in order to successfully market and 
distribute the tailored products. Since their focus is clearly limited to traditional products, they need to excel at knowing their 
target groups best in this area to remain relevant.

The beyond insurance strategy requires a broader understanding of the customers’ insurance and related needs. In this case, 
the attention partially shifts to the pain points that can be addressed beyond the traditional scope, so attractive packages 
of insurance products and adjacent services can be proposed to customers. The traditional insurance model relies on a 
customer journey with few touchpoints, mainly related to contracting and claims handling. As complementary services and 
potentially smart devices become part of the offering portfolio, this reactive relationship can be transformed into a more 
preventive insurance model with recurrent customer interactions throughout the customer’s life cycle. Hence, insurers need 
to win customers’ mandate to build relationships as their life partner rather than mere insurance partner.

Exponential insurance companies heavily rely on their platform to distribute products and services. As such, the relationship 
is primarily digitally-enabled and must be developed with a much larger audience than the one of a traditional agent network. 
Therefore, the relationship is less based on strong personal relationships and human touchpoints, but rather driven by 
superior, personalized customer experiences on the platform interface through immediacy and strong algorithms that 
propose relevant content, products and services.
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Value chain efficiency
With rising pressure on profitability margins, value chain optimization becomes an evident focus to realise efficiency gains. 
This is what core insurance players need to excel at, as they compete in a very well defined arena, limiting the opportunities 
for additional revenue streams. Typically, they operate digital channels as well as an agent/broker network to maintain their 
customer relationships. By default, this makes it more challenging for them to compete with the efficiency of digital players 
with a very low asset-heaviness.

The M&A activity in the industry will continue as companies turn to consolidation to drive efficiencies of scale. In addition, the 
use of process automation and artificial intelligence in the form of chat bots, for instance, are means that core insurers have 
been implementing to realise efficiency gains while improving customer experience. Last but not least, possessing a tightly 
managed, quality and efficient repairer network can become a key differentiator in the core insurance strategy.

Partner management
The beyond insurance strategy heavily relies on insurers’ ability to manage their partner network. While the partner 
ecosystem is much larger under the exponential insurance strategy, open platforms attract partners based on a superior 
interface or popularity with the customer audience. Companies thus need to master the digital dimension of platform 
management rather than the selection and coordination of their partner ecosystem. Companies’ ability to successfully 
position themselves as beyond insurance players, on the other hand, depends on the quality of very few service providers.

The role of insurers is to identify relevant services and best-in-class service providers that share a common vision with 
the insurers and to manage the ecosystem of partners. Across the customer journey, insurer and service providers need 
to convey the same corporate image and value messages, which demands strong integration and alignment between the 
different parties involved.
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Data management 
The relevance of the digital dimension for exponential insurance companies was already highlighted in the context of the 
capability relationship management. Due to the level of organisational openness, data management is a key prerequisite to 
success under this particular strategy. Across the board, the ability to capture and analyse data will remain a top priority for 
insurers because it is the backbone of customer segmentation and targeting with the help of strong know-your-customer 
systems.

Moreover, data enables tighter risk selection and individual pricing, with direct impact on the bottom line. Nevertheless, data 
management is especially challenging in a platform context, as insurers can tap into a much broader range of data points and 
sources. Data needs to be integrated across the ecosystem of platform users and analyses need to manage a sheer volume 
of data. This implies companies need to be able to manage the operational impact of being part of an ecosystem, such as 
harmonising processes and integrating systems. On the upside, platform owners typically hold the power to collect and 
monetise data, which is a key asset in today’s context in which “data is the currency of the future”.

Talent and cultural transformation
The transformation towards one of the three insurance strategies of the future evidently extends to talent and corporate 
culture. It is essentially the bottom line of the changing capability demands. A core insurance strategy virtually implies a 
continuation of the digitisation journey that most insurers have embarked on. The human capital augmentation should thus 
focus on on-boarding data scientists and programmers to strengthen the technical skills.

Overall though, the people-related transformation is rather limited, whereas successfully instilling a mind-set that supports 
the desired level of openness and collaboration for excelling as a beyond insurance or even exponential insurance player 
involves a more substantial effort. Particularly exponential insurance also requires new profiles in line with the most crucial 
capabilities, such as ecosystem managers who are able to identify relevant ecosystems and scout for potential partners or 
targets. 

In a world where insurers are moving from an actuarial and product approach towards a customer first approach, 
culture will become key for the attraction of new talent

Values provide the criteria or standards to define what's good and desirable. Shared beliefs, refer to what has  
been proven successful time and again and therefore assume a taken-for-granted status. 

Culture needs to align 
with and support the 

business strategy

Culture is shaped by 
leaders’ actions  
and decisions

Culture is sustained 
by employee 

behaviors

Culture is reinforced 
by business

 and organisational 
systems

“We can’t address cultural change directly, we need to 
drive culture activation by changing the way people 
THINK first.”
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We explain Culture as a ‘web’ of 
interconnected attributes that shape the way 
people THINK, how they FEEL the current 
culture, what they SAY, and how they ACT…

Leaders’ mental Models
How do leaders think today?
What should the leader ś mental 
models be to drive the strategic 
priorities?

Influence & Decision Making
The way key relationships are 
developed and how people win 
support for decision making 
processes without using position

Stories
What gets talked about within and 
outside the organization? Vision? 
Strategy? Stories? Customer? 
Current and past events?  Who and 
what we choose to immortalise 
says a lot about what’s really 
valued

Structure & Informal Networks
The formal and informal relationships 
for how work is managed/gets done. 
Defined by both the organizational 
chart and influence/relationship 
networks   

People mental Models
How does this thinking support the 
business strategy?

Processes & Systems
The way we run the business.  These 
include financial systems, technology 
systems, quality systems and 
rewards (including the way they are 
measured and distributed) within the 
organization

Symbols
Visual and physical representations 
of the organization through its 
workplace, including branding, work 
environment, office fitout, meeting 
spaces, and dress codes

Rituals & Routines
Daily rituals and routines of people 
that signify acceptable behaviour.  
Sets norms for given situations, 
defines what’s valued by management
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Key ecosystems in 
insurance
At least three ecosystems are emerging in Belgium, equally representing 
opportunities and threats for the insurance sector.

Introduction and vision of the Insurance of the Future
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Mobility

Driven by technology evolutions, traffic 
congestion and sharing economy, Belgian 
people are switching to multi-modal 
mobility solutions. Yet, very few multi-
modal insurance solutions are already 
available.

BNP, AG and Touring partner to prepare 
the mobility of the future
The companies join forces to develop new 
offers with a focus on mobility, prevention 
and assistance in order to make mobility 
available to all, quick and efficient.

B2B mobility services platform
Olympus is a B2B platform, bringing 
together supply and demand of mobility 
services, thus enabling mobility packages 
being assembled effortlessly.

Quality traders’ platform
Jaimy is a platform that helps people find 
trustworthy helpers such as a plumber. 
Belfius gets a fee for each contract and 
is able to make new commercial contacts 
(cross-selling).

Services platform for elderly at home
Phil at Home combines services and 
technologies with the help of ‘personal’ 
coordinators in order to allow elderly 
people to stay at home as long as possible, 
in a safe, comfortable and qualitative 
environment.

Teleconsultation for doctors
Qare is a platform that allows doctors 
and patients to consult digitally. This 
virtual clinic integrates a network of highly 
experienced general practitioners and 
specialists that can deliver 24/7 medical 
care either on video or chat and refer 
the patient to a physical consultation if 
required.

Platform to protect the people you love
Platform to insure your daily life including 
child care, women care, monthly budget 
insurance, rental insurance, education cost 
insurance.

Smart home

Smart home, smart buildings, smart cities. 
The IOT will change our way to live, work 
and interact with our environment.
It creates new customer expectations 
as well as new insurance needs and 
opportunities.

Health

While social security spending is expected 
to grow, health related data surges with IoT 
adoption and are part of the solution to 
limit this spending increase. But insurers 
will need customer consent to retrieve 
those data.
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Some trade offs will have to be made … 
(trade offs need to be defined for each ecosystem)

Strategic 
objectives

Customer 
engagement

Insurance 
value 
proposition

Speed to 
market

Platform

Key Success 
factors

Protection of 
the core business

Focus on new 
engagement model 
(Front-end) 

Full digital on 
the core products

Trendsetter

Ownership of the 
platform

Quality of 
the services

Development of 
New business

Focus on 
back-office 
efficiency

Beyond insurance 
development

Fast follower

Integration with 
third party 
platform

Quality of 
the platform
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… and  priorities will have to be defined 
(all ecosystems can be positioned on the matrix to prioritize them)

High

Low High

I. 
Im

pa
ct

 o
n 

to
p-

lin
e

II. Impact on the insurance value chain

Legend – Estimated investment to develop ecosystem

 <2 mEUR  2-5 mEUR    >5 mEUR
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Conclusion: Who will 
make the first move to 
lead the Belgian 
transformation ?
The variety of driving forces makes a transformation of the Belgian insurance sector unavoidable, but the question is 
‘how fast?’. The profound change of the insurance sector, shifting companies away from a traditional, product-focused 
set-up to superior customer centricity, started out in the USA and Asia. In both geographies, the disruptors already 
operated in a direct insurance model, but their profiles differ significantly. In the USA, those were predominantly 
InsurTechs that had newly entered the market. In Asia, on the other hand, innovation has more often been driven by 
large incumbents, investing heavily in digital capabilities or partnerships with complementary companies. An example 
of the latter is the Chinese digital pure-player Zhong An presented above, a partnership between Ping An, Tencent and 
Alibaba in 2013.52

In the typical innovation flow, the UK tends to be a fast follower of the pioneer regions, as direct insurers are 
already present there, too. As laid out earlier, the UK-based insurance company Admiral is a prime 
example. The company built a network of both direct insurers and comparison websites to 
collect data from potential buyers and uses them to better target potential buyers.

As shown in the first part of this article, the Belgian market has been flat both in 
terms of growth and market share. In the context of innovation, Belgium 
is a laggard on the global map. This is the case for 
continental Europe as a whole, yet the Belgian 
landscape is particularly challenging for innovators: 
direct insurance has not been growing as fast as in 
the rest of the region due to the dominance of non-
exclusive brokers as a distribution channel. Hence, the 
key question is which player will bring breakthrough 
disruption to Belgium.Deloitte’s perspective of the future 
of insurance can be summarised  in four predictions.
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1. The consolidation in the 
industry will continue 

2. All channels will become digital 

3. Belgian bancassurers have a 
head start and will leverage 
data more effectively 

4. Beyond insurance will be the 
dominant strategy

Deloitte four predictions for the Insurance of the Future:
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01

02

03

04

The consolidation in  
the industry will continue

Belgian bancassurers have a head start 
and will leverage data more effectively

All channels will become digital

Beyond insurance will be  
the dominant strategy



Deloitte’s predictions  
for the Insurance of the Future: 

1. The consolidation in the industry will continue
The necessary investments in digitisation and regulatory compliance put additional pressure on insurers. Protecting profit margins 
will require substantial efficiency gains and thus sufficient scale. Smaller players are likely to be target of M&A activity, further 
fuelling consolidation in the market.

2. All channels will become digital
Today, there is a contrast between direct/digital channels and intermediary based channels but we think all channels will become 
highly digital in the future, including the broker and agents channels. With continued consolidation on the broker side, larger 
network partners will facilitate the professionalisation of the distribution channel. The lines between offline and online channels will 
thus become more blurred, as both insurers and brokers offer online self-service and support. In that vein, 85% of Belgian brokers 
stated in 2018 that they were heading towards digitisation by using websites or social media to promote their brand – a 20% rise 
compared to 2016.53 Larger and more digitised brokers also mean that there will be a growing need for a common digital platform/
portal for multi-insurer brokers. Digital will also be used internally as a tighter control of the Expense Ratio, which will be imperative 
to cope with the ever growing pressure on margins. Digitising the operations by introducing automation, AI and other efficiency 
enablers is a key step towards safeguarding profitability.

3. Belgian bancassurers have a head start and will leverage data more effectively
Innovation in the insurance industry is ‘fast-following’ the banking sector and, as a result, bancassurers have already transformed 
their core platforms and tools to embrace the transformation on the banking side. The ability to leverage upon these capabilities 
gives them an undeniable head start. Furthermore, they have one crucial advantage compared to large insurance incumbents: 
control over their distribution network. Hence, they are in a favourable position to reinforce their omni-channel approach and 
pushing a shift towards digital channels. Large incumbents on the other hand have the necessary capabilities and offerings, but are 
unlikely to be the first to turn their back on their present model and will rather be fast followers instead. Foreign insurers equally 
have offerings available and valuable experience from testing them in other countries. However, they would need to enter the 
country with a very competitive offering to capture significant market share, leaving doubts about the profitability of such a move. 

4. Beyond insurance will be the dominant strategy, while exponential insurer will remain a major challenge that only 
few will truly pursue and successfully master in the longer run
Most insurers are thoroughly transforming their core platforms, but have to cope with complex legacy systems, high 
transformation costs and compliance requirements. While several companies have managed to launch initiatives in the beyond 
insurance space, exponential insurance remains largely untouched. It is most likely that only those insurers with strong digital 
capabilities will be able to successfully pursue an exponential insurance strategy, on top of the ongoing transformation. Moreover, 
few have the investment capacity it takes to become successful in this space. This comes as no surprise, but in line with the cross-
industry trend that few ecosystems thrive, often supported by consolidation of smaller platforms.

Bottom-line, the die is yet to cast, and the key question remains: Who will be the first one to successfully lead the transformation of 
the Belgian insurance market? Sitting it out will not be an option. Whether it is to lead or to follow, companies need to reassess their 
strategy and internal organisation to remain relevant in the new setting.
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